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Abstract: The paper refers to endogenous causes of economic crisis in Romania and 

presents the evolution of GDP and GNP in constant prices since 1989, during the years 

1988-2008. The author presents a methodology for calculating statistical influence on the 

economy of the process of industrialization of the national economy and to reduce 

domestic production in agricultural and industrial sectors, which remain for domestic 

consumption. Finally, it is presented a summary of the complex program of measures to 

stop the crisis and solutions to rehabilitate the national economy. 
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 Taking into account that most of politicians, parliamentarians, ministers and 

representatives of mass media means from Romania have stated for about 20 

months that actual economic crisis taking place more and more severely and 

annoying in all the sectors of national economy, it would result in the influences 

of international financial crisis caused by US speculative economy, the measures 

announced by state executive power are presented similarly as famous massage 

applied to a wooden feet, while mass media means and some of trade union 

leaders search and agitate public opinion with all kinds of issues, which, with the 

whole importance and need to be solved, at present, do nothing but induce among 

population the well known feeling of fear and fright which determined to be 

burned alive during resurrection night of one of the thirties’ parishioners and 

priest from the commune Costeţi - Argeş! Crisis which crosses Romania’s 

national economy has its own endogenous causes, determined by destructive 

policies adopted by some of post-December governments in Romania, hunted by 

dilettantism, ignorance and naivety, as well as by hidden perversity of real 

stipulations of Washington Consensus whose managers became IMF and WTO 

and European Union too in the last 10 years.  
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